
 The Victorian Government’s $2.3 billion
 investment in the High Capacity Metro
 Trains Project reflects our commitment to
 modernise public transport across the state
 and manage a growing population.

 I’ve been pleased to witness the project’s
 progress over the year and to visit some of
 the Victorian suppliers who have been
 awarded contracts on the project.
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MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER FOR PUBLIC
 TRANSPORT

 When the Victorian Government set the benchmark for a 50 per cent local content target we did
 that to create more local jobs and to change Victorian lives for the better. To know that this
 project will achieve at least 60 per cent local content is hugely rewarding.

 That commitment will see the creation of a 1,100-strong local workforce, predominantly in
 construction and manufacturing, as well as jobs in ongoing train maintenance.

 The High Capacity Metro Trains Project has been running a year-long consultation program to
 get the train design right. Key accessibility groups, passenger groups, train drivers and technical
 experts have been involved, and a full-scale model train was created for real-world testing.

 Over the last few months, these groups have been evaluating the train model and providing
 feedback that will inform the final train design. I had the privilege of joining Guide Dogs Victoria
 as they evaluated and provided feedback on the model train.

 In-depth stakeholder consultation and testing like this are vital to creating an inclusive public
 transport network, and meeting train users like Irena and her guide dog Asta further reinforced
 the importance of this work.

 The train’s design will be finalised in the coming months and, thanks to people like Irena and all
 participants, giving their time and experience, will reflect important stakeholder feedback.
 I’m looking forward to sharing the final train design and other milestones with you throughout
 next year.

Hon Jacinta Allan MP
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 David Simmonds was among the hundreds
 of Victorians who participated in train design
 consultation throughout 2017, providing
 valuable feedback to the High Capacity
 Metro Trains Project.

 David catches trains and buses from near
 Ballarat in regional Victoria and into the city
 for work every day.

 “I’m very excited to experience the train, to
 feel how it has been configured and to find
 out how I can get through it,” David said.

 

WATCH: PASSENGER TESTING OUR MODEL TRAIN

 Passenger testing is vital in the final stages of train design. Click the image below to play the
 video of almost 100 Victorians testing the life size model HCMT in Melbourne.

MEET DAVID AND GUIDE DOG ZINNIA

 ‘Being involved in the consultation has been great, but this stage of actually being at the life size
 mock-up is critical.”

 David said the life size model of the first carriage was vital to him building the right
 understanding of what it would be like to travel on the train in future.

 ‘It’s pretty easy to put something on paper, and even in a 3D model these days,’ he said.

 ‘But it is completely different to touch the train, feel it and walk through it.

 ‘It’s given me the opportunity to provide feedback that otherwise would never have come into my
 mind, and these would have probably been the things I would have noticed the most on the
 actual train.”

 David said he was looking forward to following the project as it progresses and to find out the 

final train design once it is ready in coming months.
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 Key suppliers throughout Victoria are  
continuing to be announced, as Evolution  
Rail’s consortium prepares for major  
manufacturing to commence in the first half  
of next year.

WATCH: EMERGENCY SERVICES TEST MODEL
 TRAIN
Ambulance Victoria were among a number of emergency services who participated in train
 design consultation exercises during October and November. Here’s what they had to say about
 accessing the train in an emergency situation.

MYTHBUSTER

SEATING IN MELBOURNE'S BIGGER, BETTER TRAIN

 The new trains will have more seats than Melbourne’s current metropolitan trains. They will also
 have an extra carriage, meaning that 20 per cent more people will be able to ride on each train.

 The exact number of seats will be finalised as the train design phase ends in early 2018. 

AROUND THE SITES

TRAIN BUILD UPDATE
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 Contracts have been awarded to a range of
 businesses located across Victoria. Some of
 these include:
• Hofmann Engineering, Bendigo – bogie

 frames
• Austbreck, Hallam – pantographs
• Civilex, Werribee – depot earthworks
• Andrews Engineering, Heidelberg – wheel

 lathe
• Ultimate (Australia) Transportation

 Equipment, Hallam - passenger seats and
 other interior fittings
• Fire Protection Technologies, Mount

 Waverley - fire detection systems

 Melbourne’s Newport manufacturing facility
 is undergoing a $16 million upgrade in
 preparation for train manufacturing from the
 first half of 2018.

 Major earthworks are nearly complete,
 structural steel is going up and rail track is
 on site ready to be laid. 

 Once complete the depot in Pakenham East
 will provide maintenance facilities for
 Melbourne's new fleet of High Capacity
 Metro Trains, a stabling yard for 30 trains
 and a high-tech driver-training simulator.

 To keep up to date on what is happening at
 the new train maintenance depot please
 subscribe for depot newsletters.

TRAIN DEPOT UPDATE

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

 A range of project-related jobs are being advertised with various project partners now, including
 with Evolution Rail consortium partners, Downer, Plenary and CRRC.

 Check out www.downercareers.com
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CONTACT US

 To find out more about the High Capacity Metro Trains Project:
• Visit website: www.transport.vic.gov.au/biggertrains
• Email: HCMTProject@ecodev.vic.gov.au
• Call: 1800 800 007

 To enable the new trains to run on Melbourne's busiest rail corridor, preparation works are
 occurring on the Cranbourne and Pakenham lines. These works include station platform
 extensions and upgrades to power and signalling. For up-to-date information on how your
 journey may be affected, please contact PTV:
• Visit website: ptv.vic.gov.au
• Call: 1800 800 007
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